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Introduction 
Throughout his paper we assume that all spaces are Hausdorff and 
that all maps are continuous,. 
‘The original purpose of th.e paper was to prove the following conje16- 
ture of Morita f2, 6, 11, 12, 14, Prloblem 1, p. 331. 
Theorem I. Suppose that X is com,i3act, X X % is normal, and Y is ghe 
image of Z under a closed map, Thlen X X Y is ntxmal. 
In the course of proving this theorem we prove three quite different 
theorems which are interesting in ti.hems&esC 
Theorem 2. Suypose that X is compact and that X X 2 is normal. Then 
* 2 is w(X)-collectionwise nos.mal, where w(X) is the weight of X.. 
?%eorem 3. Suppose that X is a nrl>ndiscrete compact space. Then X X 2 
is non7mal if and only if each pair r’3f disjoint closed subsets of X X Z has 
a Z-separation with a locally finir-l? closed refinement which boxers 
. Assume that X is a carclinak gredter than 2, Y 
which is K-coilectionwise normal for all K < ?t and 33 is a 
Theorem 4 does not mention compact spaces, products, or closed 
maps and is the hardest of the theorems to prove. It is well known [ 101 
that if every ope:n cover of a regular space has a closure-preserving 
closed refinement, then the space is paracompact. But Thef?rem 4 is 
a tool for attacking non-paracompact spaces when one has information 
only albout one particular open cover. This tool would be more useful 
if one could repl;ilce “n-collectionwise normal” by “norma19’, or “here- 
ditarily closure-preserving” by “dlosure-preserving”. However neither 
raplacement ispr:!ssible as examples given in [ 171 show; in this sense 
Theorem 4 is besl!: possible. 
Discussion 
If X is a discret= space then X X Y is nolrnal if and only if Y is nor- 
nnal. If dM is any clampact metric space, Dowker [4] proved that IM X Y 
..‘ ,Tormal if and only if Y is normal and countable paracompact. 
’ I I t fita [ 121 extenclcd Dowker’s result to prove t&at for any infinite 
* I *Anal A and compa-Jt metric space M, MA X Y is normal if and only 
II’ 7 is normal and ,i-paracompact. Since closc:d maps presente normal- 
i ry 12 I] and A-paracompactness [ 111, it was known that Theorem 1 
holds in the case where X is discrete or a power of a compact metric 
space. 
Classically, X X Y is normal for all compact X if and only if Y is 
paracompact [a3, 191, and closed maps preserve paracompactness [ lo]; 
so Theorem 1 was known to hold when 2 is paracompact. I  has also 
been proved in the case where Z is countable compact by 
and in the case where 2 is quasi-k by Chiba [ 21. 
If X is a compact ,:space, Morita [ 121 defines a space Y to be “6X-pars- 
compact” provided Jr X Y is normal. Morita shows that if X isa non- 
metrizable, compact,, first countable space such as the lexicographically 
ordered square, and II7 is the space of all countable ordinals with the 
order topology, then X X Y is normal even thought X is not al-para- 
compact. So there iy no hope of finding a cardinal function K(X) such 
thzt, for all normal spaces Y, Y is X-paracompact if and only if Y is 
K-paracompact. 
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If X is a nondiscrete compact space, Morita [ 111 proves 
. 
square is cJ. There are many examples which illustrate that w(X)-collec- 
tionwise normality in Y is ncbt sufficient o force X X Y to be normal: 
in [ 151 an example is given of a collectionwise normal space whose pro- 
duct with the closed unit interval is not normal. Still these bounds help 
in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proofs of Theorems; 
Definition 5. A family {Ga)&L\ of subsets of a topological space is called 
ckmre-preserving [ lo] provided, for each A C A, 
Such a family is hereditari& closure-preserving [9, 131 provided every 
fWifY U&>, E h with Jol c GCz is closure-preserving. A family is called 
closecl discrete [ I] provided it is a closure-preserving family of disjoint 
closed sets. If X is a cardinal we say a space is X-CoZZectionwise normal 
[ 1 ] provided, for each closed discrete family {G,},. A, there exists a 
family (I&l& < h of disjoint open. sets with GoL C Ma for all 01 < X; the 
MLy can be chosen in such a way that {ma}, < h is closed discrete [ 11. 
If X X 2 is a product of spaces we use II, to d nlote the projection 
map from X X 2 onto 2. 
> 
Throughout he paper WC often use the followi :y simple fact, 
Lemma 6. If X is a compact space, the projectSoh *J 2ai. I$ : (X X 2) + Z 
is closed. 
Suppose X is a compact space, w(X) = )I, and H and K are disjoint 
closed subsets of X X 2. We say {W,>,< h is a Z-separation of H and K 
provided U, < x WLy =Z and there exist families {UJ,. h and (V&},< h of 
open subsets of X such that Uor n VQ = Q) and 
W& = Z - l-I,((H - (UCd x 2))~ (K - (V, x 2))). 
By Lemma 6 each WC, is open; so a Z-separation is an open cover sf 
among other things. ’ 
Proof. We have shown previously that Theorem 1 hakis for discrete X; 
so assume that X is a rrondiscrete compact space; le:. w(X) = A. Also as- 
sume that X 3( ‘Z is normal and that f’ is a closed map from Z onto Y. In 
order to prove that X X Y is normal b;r an application of Theorem 3, 
assume l9 and K’are disjoint closed subsets of X X Y. Our aim will be 
find a locally finite closed rekzment covering Y of a Y-separation of 
H and K, 
By the continuity offt H’ = (idx >I( J’)-l(k?) and K’ = (id,y X n-‘(K) 
are disjoint closed subsets of X X 2. By Theorem 3 there is a Z-separa- 
tion UQ,< h of H’ and K’ which has a locally finite closed refinement 
{’ 1 scu QL <h covering 2. 
Using the same families (U,}, < h and { V,}, < A of open sets in X used 
to create {IV&< h9 observe that 
Aw.;= Y - II,((&(U. x Y)) w (&(I/& x Y))). 
Thus clearly cf( W,)], < h is a Y-separation of H and K. 
Since f’ is closed, each fcC,> is closed, and, since f is closed and 
{C 1 cy (y < h is locally finite, CfcC,)], < h is hereditarily closure-preserving. 
By Theorem 2, since X X 2 is normal and X is compact, 2 is X-col- 
lectionwise normal. Since X-collectionwise normality is pr”eserved by
closed maps [ 1 I 1, Y is also A-collectionwise normal. Since X-collection- 
wise normality implies K-collectionwise normality for all K C X we have 
the hypotheses for Theorem 4: 
Y is K-collectionwise normal for all K < A; 
cf(K)L < A is an open cover of Y with a hereditarily closure-preserv- 
ing closed refinement covering Y. 
Hence, by Theorem 4:, there is a locally finite closed refinement of 
ffWY)L., covering 2’. Since cf( w*>),, A is a Y-separation of k! and 




The author is indebted to hL Starbkd for the following lemma which 
was not part of the original manuscript. Instead a mysterious “complex- 
i@ function” was defined [ 161. Starbird proves that this complexity 
function is the weight of the space, thus greatly simplifying this paper. 
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mma 7. (Starbird [ IS]). SZ~J~MEZ that X is a regular space. Then, few 
each ~1< w(X), there are subsets A,&, B,, Q, and V& of X such that: 
(a) A, and B, are closed and A, c U+ and l& c V’; 
(b) UL and I$, tire spen and disjoint; 
roof. We define A,, B,, Ua and Va by induration on QI, Suppose that 
y C w(X) and that A,, B,, Ucr and Vh! have bun deEBed for all ar < 7. 
Since w(X) is the minimal cardinality of a basis for X, {U ),, r is not a 
basis for X. Thus there is an x E X and an open neighbor Rood’ W of x 
such that, if p < 7 and x E UP, then Up @ IV. Define A, = {x) and 
% = X - IV. Since X is regular, there are disjoint open sets Ur and VT 
with A, c Ur and B, C VT. Certainly (a) and (b) are satisfied for ar = *I. 
To check (c) assume p< 7. If A, c Ufj, then x E UP and Ue @ W. Choose 
y E c’s - IV; then, since U’ n VP = 0, y E B, - Vfil. so &r q VO and (c) 
holds. The proof of Lemma 7 is thus complete. D 
TFheorem 2. Suppose that X is compact and that X x Z is normal Then 
Z is w(X)-collectionwise normal, where *w(X) is the weight of X. 
Proof. Assume that w(X) = X and that A,, B,, U” and V& have been de- 
fined as in Lemma 7. Also suppose that {G,},. h is a closed dzzrete set 
of subsets of 2. We have proved that 2 is w(X)-collectionwise normal 
when we find a family {MJ,, < h of disjoint open subsets of Z such that 
Ga c Ma* 
Since, for each cy <‘X, A 2! c U, and A,. is closed an3 Ulr is openl,, ii 
are closed and disjoint subsets of X X 2. Since X X 7 ic ~WW-IQ~ Y ab# *.Y1**.U., l’kex 
are disjoint open subsets 0 and Q of X X Z suCh that 
1J (Ao, X CQ c 0 U 
a<A a<h 
((X -. ua) x Ga) c c 
For each 01< h, define 
O,=S-]&((A, x2)--O), Q,,=Z= z(.((X - UJ x 
Since I& is a closed map, 0, and & are open subsets of Z. r3bserve that 
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Similarly, for each QI~ < A, we can define open subsets 0; and QL off 2 
such that 
q&C o;, (B& X 0;) c Q, U - v,, x Q;> c Qa 
For Q < h, define Ma := Oa n 0: n Qy n QA. Then Ga c -Ma and MIy is 
an open subset of 2. In order to prove that it is impossible, assume that 
p<a<handpEi&nl Recall that by Lemma 7(c) either A, $ Us 
or Bu $ VP. Suppose y E .Jk -- Ufl. ‘Then 
(q, PI E (A, x (7r,) n ((x - Vp) x e,), 
which is ti cotrtradiction since 0 n Q = (IL Similarly Ba - VP = (b so the 
members of {MJ, < h are disjoint. 0 
Theorem 3. Szcppose that X is a nondiscrete compact space. Then x X Z 
is normal if and only if each pair of disjoint closed subsets of X X 2 has 
a Z-separation with a locally finite closed refinement which covers Z. 
Proof. (a) Suj@iency. Assume that H and K are disjoint closed subsets 
of X X 27; we want to find disjoint open sets R and S with H C R and 
K C S, thus proving that .X X Z is normal. 
Let w(X) = X. By assumption there is a Z-separation (WoL}cy< h ofH 
and K which has a locally finite closed refinement e which covers Z. 
By definition, there are fajmilies {U&< h and {&},< h af open subsets 
of X such that 
ua f-l va = 0, w*=Z-nz((H-(u~xz))U(K-(v~XZ))). 
Recall that { W,}, i h is an open cover iof 2. 
For each C E C’ choose O(C) < X such that C c Waccj. For clr < h, lee 
C& = U{C E e I a(C) = a}. 
Thm CC& ( A, ocally finite closed refinement c$ {W,},& hm . 
For each z E Z, let A(z)‘= (a! < X I z E C,}. Let 
Since A(z) is finite, R, and & are tJpen in X. Now define 
since {C*), < a is a kxally finite family of closed sets, z E Tz a,rd Tz is 
open in Z. Let 
Certainly R and S are open in X X Z and H c R and K c $; it remains 
to prove R n S = @ 
Suppose on the contrary that (x, z) E R n S. Then, for some p and q 
-in 2, 
(x, 2) E (I$ x Tp) n (Sq x Tq). 
Since z E Tp CI ?“, there is a 0 E A@) n A(q). Since x E R, n S4’ 
x E Ips f~ VO which contradicts the fact that UP n ‘VP = 8. 
(S) Nfzcessity. Suppose that H and K are disjoint closed subsets of 
X X 2: and that X X 2 is normal. We want to she-w that there is a Z-sepa- 
ration. of H and K which has a locally finite closed refinement covering 
Z. 
Let Q be a basis for the topology of X of cardinality w(X). If X = w(X), 
the cardinality of the set Q * of all finite unions of members of Q is then 
X. Let 3 be the set of all pairs of disjoint members of O*; clearly we can 
index J = { &, V”},< h8 Define 
Wa = Z - xz((H - (U, x 2)) u (K - (b; x 2))). 
We prove that U,, A { Cy,} = 2: and thus that (&J,, h is a %-separation 
of H and K. Suppose 2 E Z. Then 
Hz = n,(U x b,) n W, Kz = rI,((X x (2)) n K) 
are disjoint closed subsets of the compact space X. So there are, disjo:int 
finite unions U and Y of basic open sets with Hz c U and K, c I? But 
there is an cy < X with u’ = Uand Va= V;SOZE W,;andU,,,W,=Z. 
Our aim is now to prove ,that ,[ V&}& ,;h has a locally finite &sed re- 
finement covering 2. 
Since X X Z is normal, t&e is a map g : (X X X) + [ - 1 t !I ] such 
that g(H) = - 1 and g(K) = 1. Partition [ 0, 1 ] by choosing 
O<bO<b,<...< l.Foreachn~oandz~Z,define 
%I = Q((X x -czI) f-I g- 1 [-- 1) -b, I)? 
K zIo = I?,((X x (z})n @[fin, 11). 
Our aim now :is to prove that {Wan I cu < X and a E o} (and hence 
{YY,,< h which it refines) has a locally finite closed refinement covering 
2. We need several facts. 
(a) For each n, ( W;rn}ar< Ais an open cover of 2. To see this observe 
that g- 1 [ -1, -b,] and g-r [b,, 1 ] are disjoint closed subsets of rY X Z 
By the same argument that shows thalt {W,},< h is a Z-separation of H 
and K G+‘&~<h is a Z-separation of g- 1[ -1, bn] and g-1 [b,, 1 ] and 
thus an open cover of 2. 
(b) (U,,, Wfln)- C u,,, Wp(n+l)f or all tll < X. To prove this, assume 
z E Z. Define 
p = %l+l) x z)n d-b,, 11, 
Q = qn+l) x 2) n .g-l[-1, b& 
Let R = 2 - II,(P W 9). Since II z is closed, R is open; also z E R. If 
2 E (u,,, W@J)- 2 there is (a p < Q with p E R n bvs,. We prove z E WB(n+lj. 
. Suppose that .x E Hz,, +l)e Since y E R, g(x, p) < -b,. So, since 
p E Wpn, x E Ua. Thus HztfP +1) c Up. Similarly Kzqn +1) C 5. So z E WBtn +lj. 
(c) Z is countably para,l:ompact. TlGs follows from the facts that 
X X 2 is norn al and dy is ai nondiscrete compact space [ 121. 
The follows ng lemma follows from the technique of Michael in [ 1011. 
A proof is inc uded for the convenience of the reader. The lemma 
clearly compktes the proo:f of Theorem 3. 
Lemma 8. Sup ,wse 2 is a ~~rnml, countcbly paracompact space and, fi?r 
each 12 E ~3, th fre is an 0peFl cover { WcyJa e h of Z with 
Then there is a ZocaiZy finite closed refinement of {W,, 1 cy < X and n E m} 
which covers Z. 
Proof. For each or 
L ar(n + I) 
< X and fi! E u define 
is an open cover of Z. 
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For each Q < A and y2 E ~3, define 
certainly Man is open. We prove that {II&, I a < X and PZ E cil} covers Z 
Suppose that z E 2. For each n E o, there is a cy < X smith z E w’,,; let ~1 
be the smallest of all such LY and suppose that z E wQk. We now prove 
that z E Ma@+,) thus proving that {Man I a < X and n E 6)) eovers 2. 
Suppose that for some i E GJ, z f (Uoe, Wfl&. Then z E U,, &‘~(t+l) by 
definition which contradicts the fact that ac is the smallest ordinal with 
z E IV& for any pa. Thus 
Since z E w& which is open and, for alI p > Q, &k n L@(k+1) = 0, 
Thus z E d;or(k+r), but 
so z E M&+l)* 
For each yz E ci3, define 
M, = U Man. 
a<h 
Tlx:n Mn is a countable open. cover of Z. Since Z is normal arr3 count- 
ably paracompact [ 41, there is a locally finite closed cover (Q, tnE o of 
Z such that Q, c Mn for each n E ci3. 
For each y1 E u and a < X, define Gaff = Man (7 Qn. We now pruve 
that 
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is a locally finite closed cover of 2; since Can c Wan, the proof of Lemma 
8 WiIl tlhen be csmplete. 
Suppose that z E 27. Let A = {n E o I z E Q*}. Since { QJ,, o covers Zs 
A # 0. Since {Qn,,, w is a lo&ly finite family of closed sets, there is a 
neighborhood N of z such that N (*1 (tJnea Qn) = 0 and A is finite. Since 
Qn C Mfl, for each n E A there :is an an C X such that z E Mann. Then 
12 E implies that 2 c C& nq Let 
P is a neighborhood of z. Since N n (U,g, QJ = 0, P n Can = Q) unless 
n~A.SinceM,,nM~~=~for~f~,PnC,,=~unlessn~Aand 
QI=a! Thus ;irrach z E Z has a neighborhood P which intersects only the 
finite’ibut nonempty) number of members of { Coin 1a < X and n E cc>) 
to which z belongs. Thus {CO,, I 01 <Z X and n E u} is a locally finite closed 
cover of Z and our proof of Lemma 8 and Theorem 3 is complete. Cl 
Theorem 4. Assume that h is Q &wdinal greater than 2, Y is a sptcce 
which is I~-coilectioriwlse norma! for all K < X end c)3 is an open cover of 
Y of cardinality X which has a hereditarily &sure-preserving closed re- 
finement (8 covering Y. Then theye is a locally finite closed refinement . 
0f V covering Y. 
Proof. Index V = (V,>,< h. For each G E 9 there is a p(G) < X such that 
G= VP(G) For each QC < h define 
Observe that: 
(a) CC,>, c h is a hereditarily close re-preserving closed cover of Y; 
00 Ga c Va= 
Define s to b15 the set of all nonempty finite subsets of X. The following 
lemma will enable us to prove Theorem 4. 
Lemma 9. );br ,each cy < A and s E S, we can define a subset G,, of Y 
such that, .for e,zch a: 
(1) “JsEs G,, = Ccy, 
.@I (G&SES a’s a Iiicully finite family oj- cbsed sets, 
(3) p < oc and G,, r~ Gas f: (8 imply s c t, . 
(4) G,, r~ Gas f 0 implies 3 C t or t e: s, 
(5) 6 E s implies Gas c ‘P\, 
(6) s $ Q + 1 im@&z Gas =: !a. 
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Suppose G,, satisfying Lemma 9 have been defined for all c11< X and 
s E 57, For each s E S, define 
If we can prove that (Ij;.)sEs is a locally finite closed refinement of 33 
covering Y, then Theorem 4 holds. 
First we prove (F,) is locally finite. Suppose y E Y. Since {G,),, h 
covers Y, there is a smallest Q such that y E G,; by Lemma 9( 1), 
y $ G, for any /3 < ~1. For 0 K’ ~1 define 9p = G,. Let 
A = lJ{s E S 1 y E G,,}. 
By (2): A is finite. If p > cy and y E U,, then s c A by (3) For 
P > or: define 
BY co, Wfl&_~ is a locally finite famiily of closed sets. So, for all 6, 
since G, is closed, JP is a closed subset of GO and y $: Jp’ Since 
W 1 B Bc h is hereditarily closure-preserving. lJJs is closed. Thus y b.e- 
longs to the open set Y - UflC & which intersects at most finitely 
many sets F,, namely those with s contained in the finite set A. This 
Provesug,,~ is locally finite. 
To see that each F, is closed, observe that, by (1) and (2 I for 
cy < X, G,, is a closed subset of G,. Since {G,), < h is hereditarily clo- 
sure-preserving, we: thus have that UaKa,G,, = F, is closed. 
Suppose 5 E S; choose any 6 E x By (5), C,, c ifs for all cy < h; 
thus p;S c Va. Hence (FS}SES refines c13 . 
Since {G, )(y ( h covers Y, if y E Y, y EZ ‘Ga for some cy < A. By ( I), 
then y E G,, for some s E S; thus y E t;;;. So {F,}sEs covei;“s Y. 
We h;..ve now proved that Theorem 4 follows from Lemma 9. 
Rroof. We prove Lemma 9 by induction on CX, our induction hypo- 
theses bt?ing the 6 properties in the statement of the lemma. 
Define G, fO) = GO and, for C! s 5ie {O}, define G,, = 0. All six hype- 
theses are then satisfied for Q = 0 since GO is closed by (a) and GO C V. 
by(b). 
So assume 0 < 7 C & and that Gas has been defined for each at < 7 
and s E !i sa&fying the six hypotheses. We eventually define .lG7s)sEs, 
but we need some definitions and a lemma before this is possible. 
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L-et T {s E 1 .r c r)a Fox each s E T, define F, = L&, < ,Y G,,. Then: 
(2*) U%E T is u l0cakFy finite famlily of closed sets. 
(4”) FS n Ft sft $!l implies s c t OIL t c s. 
(5*)Ei ES impliesF, c Vs. 
Clearly (S*) follows from (5), and (4*) from (3) and (4). (2”) follows 
from the sane argument given following Lemma 9 to prove that the 
fF I g sGzs defined there formed a locally finite set of closed sets. 
If n is a. positive integer, def;,ne 
T,={sfTEs has precisely n terms}. 
mma 10. For each s E T we cara “find au open set M, such that: 
(2’) For each positive integer n, {ii$},, Tn is closed discrete; 
(3’)$ c E$ 
(4’)M,nM,#Q)impliessc tortes; 
(5’) 6 E s implies MS C 1; . 
Proof. Dowker [ 5, Theore& 2.31 a.nd Katetov [ 81 prove Lemma IO 
under the additional hypothesis that Y is countably paracompact (and 
reach the stronger conclusion that {MS),, T is locally finite). This assump- 
tion would be sufficient for the proof of Theorem 1, but we work for 
the full strength of Theorem 4. 
We prove Lemma 10 by inductilon on n. Assume that 0 < k E u and 
that, for alI: n < k, M, hals been defined sa,tiafying (2’) and 
(l’)iftt:T,,thenFSnM,#@impliessc turtcs. 
For each s E T Sine 
% = Y- U{jl, 1 tci Tn, u< k, t$s}; 
Cs=Y- (I) J t 4: s and s $ I}. 
Observe that A,, B, (by (2’)), and @s (by (2’)) are open; and that 
F, C A, (by(5*!)), I$ c & (by (1’)), and F, 6 C, (by (4”)). 
Recall that Y is rc-collectionwise normal for all K C h. Thus, since 
the cardinality of Tk is less than X and (F,},, Tk is closed discrete (by 
- ) and (4*)), xhere is a family {.a$& Tk of open sets such thai 
is ~10s J;d discrete and, for a11 s E Tkr 
s C (As n B, n C,>. 
For n = k, (2’) and (1’) are satisfiec 
our induction. 
C c,> so we can continue 
early (2’) and (3’) are satisfied and (4’) fohows 
ct that i&i, c B, and (5’) from the fact that 
e return to the proof of Lemma 9 assuming-M, as in Lemma ‘10, For 
each s E T choose open sets L, and llJs such that 
Fs c L, c Es c Ns c f( c iUs. 
LetL=U AETLs and F = U,,, F Choose an open set Q sucn that s. 
FC QC QC L. Foreach.sE Tdefine 
e,=Qn(M,-$L;), Ks=Fq(~s-t&Nt)~ . 
Clearly Qs is open, I&is closed, and K, C Q,. Choose’an open set R, 
such that KS C R, c R, C Q,. 
Observe that Q = USE T Qs. F or suppose that t E Q c L. There is an 
s with minimal number of elements uch that z E &. Then 
zEM,- u Et, 
w 
FE Q,; 
hence Q = &_T Q$. Similarly F = I),,, KS. Let UF- also prove th.at 
{Q 1 s s,_T is locally finite. We only nleed consider points q E g% Then 
y E L so q E L, for some t E T. Since Q, c M, and L, c: M,, by (4’), 
Qt n Qs = (8 unless  c t or t C s. But if t 4: s, Qs n L, = 8. So L, is an 
open set conta.ining y which lintersIleets a  most those finitely many Qs 
such that s c t. Hence (Qs].SET is proved locally finite. 
We are now ready to define C;rs for all s E S: the final stage in our 
induction to prove Lemma 9. Define 
G ,ys = @if&y+ 1; 
It remains to check that the induction hypotheses are thus satisfied 
for Lemma 9 with cy = “y. 
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.( 1) Suppose p E Gr. If p E WsET R S, then there is a smallest positive 
iriteger. n such that p E R, for some: s having n terms; then 
/VEER,- U R,:, 
9 
SO p E GTs. If p E (Q - lJsET R,), then, since Q = UsET Qs and (QSISET 
is locally finite, there is a la.rgest integer n such that p E Q, for some $ 
having iy~ terms. Hence 
then p E Gr -- Q = c+ 
(2) Since R, C Qs and Ce,,,, T is locahy finite, clearly {G&s is a 
locally finite family. From the definition of Grs it follows that G,, is 
closed. 
(3) Suppose that fl< 7 and p f (Gpt 17 G,& Since p E Got, p E 5; by 
definition. Sop E L, C M,, p E QP and p E F = lJrET K, c UrET R,. 
Since G,,I,) n Q = 8, s f (7). Also J’ f s’ n {$ for any s’ E T because 
then Grs r-i (UrET r R ) = 9. So s E T. Thus I& c R$ c D8 c i&. By (4’) 
either s c t OF t c s. But, since L, is open Q, n L, = @ for t !$ s. So 
SC t. 
(4) Suppose that Grs CI lGTt f 9. Let us look aI cases. 
Case a. One of s arnd t is {+y}, sa.y t = {^6). Pf 7 4 s, then s E T and 
GTs C & C Qs C Q; but Grs n Gr.r7> f 9 so 7 E s and t c s. 
Case b. Bo~‘h s and t bel.ong to T. Then 
G yt .f: w, c &I,, Grsc &c&, 
and, by (4’) either s C t or t c s. 
Case c. s = r U (y) awl t = q U {I$ for some t and q in T. By (4’) 
again, since 
either r C q or q C K But r C q implies that s C t and q C r implies that 
t c s. 
Case d. s = Y U {:y) j&r some Y E T and t E T (or vice versa). Then 
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Thus Rif fi Qp + 8. Since Rt C ii& and Qp C $, by (4’) either P C t or 
tcr. If~r~~~thenG,,~Q,=~;bvttC,,~R,cQ~soG~~~~G,,=~. 
Thus we h.ave t c P c (r n {r)) = S. 
(5) If 6 E s E S, then either s E T or s = t u 1-i) for some t E T or 
s=(T}ors$er+ l.I[fs~ T, then 
bY (5’). Ifs =‘. t U (71 for some t E T and 8 # 7, then 6 E t and again 
by (5’). Ifs q+ 1, Grs’ = 0 C V6, trivially. If 6 = 7, GyS c Gr c c by 
the definitions of Gr and GTg. 
(6) By definition GVS = 0 for s $7 + 1 a 61 
Thus Lemma 9 is proven and Theorem 4 follows directly. 
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